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There are many good schools but our world needs better schools now – a - days in order to produce better people. We should not only aim small for what is good but we have to think big for what is better.

There are ways in order to achieve better schools. These better schools are aiming higher and truly adhering to the demands of time.

Initially, a better school must follow a world – class curriculum. This curriculum must not only prepare the child locally but training and transforming him/her to be a world – class individual with high standard and quality. This school provides him/her exceptional and challenging learning experiences in order to sharpen all his skills and potentialities to the fullest.

Secondly, a better school provides more opportunities for the child to grow better. Having much better exposures to various challenging and simulating tasks, responsibilities and functions will further enhance his/him leadership prowess, talents and sense of responsibility. It is said that whether academic or co curricular endeavors, better school leads the child to them with full confidence.

Thirdly, a better school emphasizes more humane values to its clientele. Having taught the alues that will create better character is truly remarkable. It is the obligation of a school to instill in the minds and hearts of the learners the traits that will make them as better persons in order for build a strong and ethical nation.
Fourth, a better school provides better and safer facilities. Being in a more protected and hazard free environment will ensure the life of every learner. Moreover, the trust of the parents will be won if the school community is more secured against any kind of risk.

Fifth, a better school stresses care and concern for the community. The school must instill on the child the concern for others that we are not living for ourselves alone. Let him reach out and open doors for sake of others. In addition, the school must build a stronger partnership with the stakeholders.

Finally, a better school is a school which has better vision, mission, goals and objectives as well as with better policies for the benefit of the learners.

It is not an easy task to transform a good school into better one but aiming for something better is even more gratifying.
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